And just like that, another school year has passed. It always amazes me how swiftly our trip around
the sun flies by. And just as quickly, it’s that time again that we present our students' work through the
College Bound Anthology. An anthology is defined as a collection of poems or other pieces of writing.
At College Bound, we take the liberty of also allowing students to share with us their art and
photography, as we honor all mediums of positive expression. We know that our students are
incredibly talented and we want to showcase and share their gifts with you.
In reviewing the past year, we’ve had our students talk and write about a myriad of topics. One of
these topics is leadership and the traits that they think define effective leaders. I love their honesty
and insight, and it’s clear that they are on the right path as they speak about compassion and empathy,
being able to communicate clearly and effectively, having integrity and passion, and many other of the
values that we as adults in this space hold near to our hearts; it’s neither accident nor coincidence that
we have chosen this work.
Our students have been courageously transparent and introspective as they’ve written about the
mental health challenges they face and how they managed to find balance, especially during the
pandemic. Realizing this need, College Bound expanded our services to ensure that our students have
access to the resources and support that they need to achieve and maintain the holistically healthy
lives they deserve. To that end, we have been fortunate to partner with the Newwave foundation and to
introduce the Open Parachute curriculum to our students to help address various mental health issues
and to destigmatize conversations about mental wellness.
As an adult who has mindfully observed global climate change for more than 30 years, it’s great to
know that our students are environmentally conscious and to read their thoughts about global
warming. They share their well-expressed feelings and thoughts around persistent social issues, and
they struggle with the question of race in America in nuanced ways that belie their youth. I know that
our societal ills will get better and part of my optimism springs from the knowledge that our students
and many of their peers are willing to do the work to create a more equitable society. Several of the
most brilliant essays in the Anthology address the beauty and resilience of Black lives and having the
privilege of learning directly from our students' voices how they see themselves is incredibly
empowering and humbling.
Perhaps most importantly in keeping with our mission, ]they write about their goals, and this is the
common denominator for all of us; the ethereal yet powerful ribbon that unites us. It’s why we are here
and why we celebrate our students. It’s why we enthusiastically pour our time and resources into them
to help them achieve their goals and create their best lives.
There is much work to be done to realize the change we want to see in this world, and so many worthy
causes to support that end. It is with that knowledge in mind that I thank you for your continued
partnership with College Bound and for always supporting our students!

Kenneth Ward

IN THE PHOTO:
College Bound students
gather around the
Southwest Duck Pond

LONDON L.- '24

for Family Day to kick

What traits do you think great leaders need to possess?
What traits do you think great
leaders need to possess?
Communication, Integrity, Vision,
Passion, Curiosity, and
Empowerment.
Communication: Great leaders
know how to communicate
effectively. They devote the most of
their time to listening. And they're
not simply clear when they talk;
they're honest and consistent in
what they say and how they say it.
Integrity: Integrity is an intentional
decision for outstanding leaders.
They make a conscious decision to
"walk the walk" and "talk the talk."
In other words, their actions are
consistent with their statements
and ideals. This instills trust in their
audience.

Vision: Great leaders know
where they're going and why
they're going there. They have
one foot in the future and one in
the present at all times. They
see their job as a means of
bringing their vision of the future
to life.
Passion: Passion fuels great
leaders. It is a never-ending
source of energy that separates
the doers from the dreamers. It
is what initially attracts
followers and inspires them.
Curiosity: Great leaders ask a lot
of questions in addition to
listening. Their hunger for
knowledge is unquenchable.
They are always learning and
honing their talents. Because
their

off the new school year.
September 2021.

confidence allows them to study,
assimilate, and apply what
they've learned, they're honest
about what they don't know.
They're also open-minded
learners who are eager to learn
from janitors to CEOs, plumbers
to musicians. When it comes to
learning, they should have no
ego.
Empowerment: They prepare
their personnel for success. They
don't abandon them to their fate,
nor do they toss them under a
bus for whatever cause.
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JUSTIN C. - '25

How do you define success?

Success, while having a textbook definition, is a
pretty subjective term. The dictionary defines
success as “the accomplishment of an aim or
purpose” but because different people have
different goals, what success looks like will
vary depending on the person. My three biggest
goals are: graduating from high school and
college, visiting Japan, and creating video
games as my career.

ZARIAH B. - '23

BRIANA M. - '22
On the Oscars Slap

Making jokes about someone’s condition is
insensitive. I'm sure Chris did not have ill
intent behind his words but I do think
there’s a line you shouldn’t cross and I
don't support violence. I believe there are
many different ways to go about handling a
situation when expressing your deep felt
disappointment or anger. By letting the
person know that you’re uncomfortable with
the jokes they made, you both are able to
come to a consensus about what is
acceptable and what is not tolerated.

"By letting the person know
that you’re uncomfortable
with the jokes they made,
you both are able to come
to a consensus about what
is acceptable and what is
not tolerated"

What matters to you and why?
Something that matters to me is my mental
health. I say my mental health because that
is what motivates me to everything in my
life. Within having to focus on school, work
and other stuff I need to maintain a good
mental health to support my decisions and
help me throughout my life. As for trying to
maintain good grades it takes much hard
work to keep intact along with my actions.
This will determine my future lifestyle and
ongoing process. I feel as though if I am
not well in my head, I will not be able to
continue to make good choices.

LANIEJAH L. - '22
You wake up tomorrow and none of
your friends remember who you are!
How would you describe yourself to
them?
If my friends were to wake up tomorrow and
didn’t remember who I am, I would describe
myself as caring, fun, funny, smart, and a
headache. I feel my friends will feel they
know me, they will just need an extra push,
but I really wouldn’t know how to help them
because I hate describing and talking about
myself.
COLLEGE BOUND ANTHOLOGY 2022
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ASSATA B. - '23
Describe a topic, idea, or concept you
find so engaging that it makes you lose
all track of time. Why does it captivate
you?
Growing up in Washington, D.C
a fast-paced environment where
people are always on the go, I
was unaware of the protection
the environment needed. But
my lack of awareness soon
changed simply because I
missed a family vacation.
I was in the 5th grade when I
cried hysterically to stay home
to spend my time heavily
watching TV. I came across a
cartoon called, “The Deep”. In
short, the show is about a
family living in a submarine
traveling the world. The family
composition includes a mother
who is a Marine Biologist, a
father who is an
Oceanographer, and their 2
children. The cartoon is
dedicated to teaching their kids
about preserving and protecting
the ocean they lived in. From
watching this show, my
environmental awareness
increased, it became clear to
me, that the metropolitan area I
lived in was heavily polluted,
plagued with trashed, and
struggled with questionable air
quality in the summer. The

Deep was my introduction to
environmental science but it was
the behaviors of my family,
friends, and community that
secured my interest in it.
Global warming has been on the
rise for decades, many scientists,
climate change activists, and
global warming organizations
work to slow down what they
consider are irreversible effects.
The “2022 Doomsday Clock”, sits
at 1min and 40 seconds from
midnight. Once the clock strikes
midnight, man-made
environmental catastrophes will
be inevitable, according to The
Bulletin of The Atomic Scientists,
Learning about the “Doomsday
Clock”, hone my interest in
environmental science, climate
change impact, and what we can
do to preserve the earth.
Global warming, directly and
indirectly, affects every aspect of
life. For example, I recently
learned that there is now a
presence of trash in the deepest
part of the ocean. A part of the
ocean that is often known as The
Mariana Trench and Challenger

Deep. When I talk about these
topics with my peers it seems like
time moves so much faster than it
does. I contribute and engage in
conversations concerning the
cause, the effects, and most
importantly the impacts climate
change has on the world.
The older I got the more I
understood what was happening
to the natural environment and the
irreversible effects that climate
change has caused. I want to
study global warming's effects on
animals in their natural habitats
and create sustainable solutions
to slow down those effects. For
decades, species went
endangered and some are now
extinct because the Earth's climate
is warming too fast for their
assimilation and I want to change
that.

“Growing up in
Washington, D.C a
fast-paced
environment where
people are always on
the go, I was unaware
of the protection the
environment
needed.”
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TYLER T. - '24

What is the one thing you are
most looking forward to about
college?
There are two separate things I am
looking forward to in college. One is
for sports and one is for academics. I
play basketball for my high school. I'm
pretty serious about it, I've been
playing since a kid and love competing,
so I'm very excited to play at a higher
level and have better competition. I
also am looking forward to the
different classes and work that come
with going to college and the different
departments and schools within
colleges.

CHARLES E. - '23
What is your biggest inspiration?

IN THE PHOTO:
Senior students
received their College
Bound graduation
stoles sent from
Ghana

So far in my life I would say that my parents have
been my biggest inspiration. Whenever I think about
my parents' story it inspires me to continue to give
my 100% in whatever I do. My parents are from
Nigeria and before coming over here they were
living a really comfortable life. My mom owned a
few schools along with my dad, and my dad was a
car salesman. Life was going pretty well but they
decided to take the chance and come over here for
an even better life.
When they finally came over to the United States
most of their documents and certificates didn’t
transfer well so they ended up starting at the
bottom of the totem pole once again. They always
tell me stories about when they worked in Pizza hut,
and Wendy’s and were forced to work in the cold,
heat, and rain.
Despite all this they both ended up going back to get
their PhD, my mom is a doctor and my dad is about
to be and I’m so proud of them and how far they
have come.

SIYAN T. - '23
What traits do you think great
leaders need to possess?

I think great leaders tend to share traits like humility
and sensitivity to others’ needs. While not all
leaders are great ones, great leaders consider the
needs of those they’re leading above their own and
make choices that they believe will benefit others,
especially in the long-run. They’re also able to
acknowledge their own faults without being
defensive since this shows humility and the ability
to progress. If leaders are under the impression that
they understand everything, then they’re unable to
evolve or accept improvements because they
believe they’ve reached their final form. By
displaying both humility and consideration, leaders
are able to accurately represent the voice of those
they lead whilst implementing change that betters
their community.

“While not all leaders are great ones,
great leaders consider the needs of
those they’re leading above their own”
COLLEGE BOUND ANTHOLOGY 2022
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SPRING COLLEGE TOUR

Watch Party
An in-person "watch-party" with lunch
and refreshments was hosted at the
MLK Library for students to experience
the tour while also meeting other
students and staff!

NINA-SKYE J. '23

If you could pick any era in which
to be born, when would it be?
Would you rather be alive in today’s
time, or in an era past?
Being a black young lady I highly appreciate
the rights I have in these current times, so I
would never want to go back in time too far.
However with that being said the 90’s seemed
like a very fun time to live in.
The music, the fashion, and how everyone was
outside just walking around and hanging out
with their friends in the streets just seems like
something I would never get in this time
period. This is not to blame the internet, and
saying it’s keeping me at home, but I would say
the internet has brought more fear to parents
bringing them scary information to their
attention.
The same dangers outside now are the same
dangers that were outside back in the past.
The only difference is exposure, now with the
internet you can be exposed to so many things
in such a short time creating new interests and
new fears. And with all that said parents now
have this information about these dangers and
tend to watch their kids, unlike the past when
they let their kids just run around and have fun
outside until the street lights came on.

MIA H. - '24

If you could pick any era in which to be
born, when would it be? Would you rather
be alive in today’s time, or in an era
past?
Many people express that previous musical eras such
as the 80s & 90s were the greatest in comparison to
the current era. It's often stated that they desire to go
back in time to witness and experience the beauty of
R&B, soul, or witness and be a part of the development
of the black culture.
I can agree and recognize the appeal or want to
experience the culture of the black community during
those times but I can say that I'd rather be living in the
contemporary era. I can appreciate everything the past
eras had to offer, however, there was a lot of ignorance
and internalized racism within the black community
that does not need to be revisited.
I am not saying that I no longer see those things in our
community today but as a black woman, in my time, I
can see the progress of change within the newer
generations; which have become more accepting of all
backgrounds of people and attempting to overcome
generational curses and realign the paths of their lives
opposite of what has been following the black
community since slavery. The freedom to know that
you can be who you want to be and have a community
that accepts and understands you. Being able to
express yourself without judgment is the biggest.
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IN THE PHOTO:
Students and
mentors log on to

LAILA H. - '22

What goals do you want to
accomplish in 2022?
I have several goals I want to accomplish in
2022. One of my goals would be to break out of
my shell. For example, asking more questions
about something I do not understand (I actually
did that today, so yay me!), and not be so
awkward in weird situations. I also want to be
more productive and physically active and do
things like walk my dog, complete my chores in
one day and even try out yoga because my back
should not hurt when I bend over to get
something at seventeen years old. I also want
to meet more acquaintances although I like to
stay all to myself. I want to become more
independent and rely less on other people when
I need help or something goes wrong. I want to
trust myself more and my ability to solve the
issue. Lastly, I am going to start loving myself
like how I want someone to love me. In
explanation of that, I’d buy stuff for myself, give
myself compliments everyday, pamper myself
and all the things that come with it.

virtual site

MEKHI H. - '23

Life Lessons

A recent life lesson I learned was that you have to
be versatile. When you have versatility you have so
many opportunities that open up to you.
The word versatile connects with me because
today in jazz band practice my teacher told me
that I was playing my rhythms wrong. I wasn’t
really playing it wrong in a music sense but I was
wrong because of the type of music I was playing.
I was so used to playing in concert style that the
way I was playing rhythms were articulated wrong.
I was playing jazz music that swings. So my
articulation was supposed to be almost elongated.
With being used to playing in concert style and
switching to jazz, I had to learn how to adjust to
the two different settings and styles of music. This
is why versatility is important not only in music but
in life..
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KENDALL C. - '23
As a student, what do you feel are
your strengths? What distinguishes
you from other students?
My strength as a student is the initiative I take
to better my work and learn from my mistakes.
Most students do badly on a quiz and keep a
bad score. I like to talk and meet with teachers
to know what I can do better the next time.

IN THE PHOTO:
Executive Director
recieved an award from
the Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority in recognition
of his work with College
Bound

LORDES W. - '22
In what ways has College Bound
impacted your life?

College Bound has helped me realize the dream
of obtaining a college education. I have been a
member of this organization since 2019. Prior
to being in the program I always wanted to go
to college. But I wasn't sure what I needed to do
to get there. My first two terms of ninth grade I
didn't do so well. This was prior to me
becoming a member. When I joined the
program my mentors and Mr. Ward stress the
importance of doing well in high school and
how it would impact my chances of getting into
college. And from there I have maintain a GPA
above a 3.0 and have been accepted to several
honors program in school and out of school. It
was during our share time when we talked
about our accomplishments that I noticed that
everyone celebrated your accomplishments and
it made me feel good about what I was doing
and how well I was doing it. I have applied and
have been accepted to 15 colleges and received
merit-based scholarships because of my
grades. Because of the impact that college
bound has on my life I have options of college
choices.

TZAI R. - '22

How have you changed from when you
were in elementary/middle school?
Why do you think you’ve changed?
Since middle/elementary school, my personality
and the way I treat other people has changed
tremendously. When I was younger, I found
myself in trouble often because of my attitude
or getting into conflicts with other students.
This could be a sign of maturity but it is
important to me as my improved attitude has
assisted me in creating new bonds and
connections that I could have missed out on
due to a poor attitude.
COLLEGE BOUND ANTHOLOGY 2022
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AKILAH Q. - '25
Life Lessons

A valuable life lesson I learned is to
not worry about your grades, and focus
on your personal mental health. For
me, and I'm sure many others, there is
a big emphasis on grades and how will
we do on exams in school, because of
this lots of students stay up very late
stressing themselves out trying to do a
lot of work in order to succeed. But I
recently realized, with the help of
adults that I should not be stressing
myself out and staying up late in order
to succeed in school, but I should be
prioritizing my own health mentally
and physically because grades are not
more important than my well-being.
IN THE PHOTO:

JAMES G. - '22

How should parents support a
student who has fallen behind in
school?

Sorors from AKA and
Delta Sigma Theta
share their experiences
in Greek life with
students

I think a parent should support a student mentally and
emotionally. Often the thing that causes students to
fall behind in school is related to their behavior or
mental state, so parents can help by providing
discipline or uplifting advice depending on the
circumstances. I know it can be challenging for a
parent to know when to use discipline or what type of
advice to give, but they should always try to understand
their child’s personality and how to best support them.
I’ve always found the support of my parents to bring
me up whenever I’m facing challenges.

NATALIE M. - '25

What is a social issue you think we
will still be facing in 50 years?
One issue I think we're going to still be facing in
50 years is racism. Racism has been going on
for hundreds of years. It's been shown as a
problem throughout history except in different
forms. Since it's been going on for so long and
it's never been put to a complete end, I believe it
would be hard to completely get rid of it. Many
people have and still do think others are inferior
to them because they don't look like them and
treat them poorly because of it.

I would advise a peer to change their outlook on
school. Instead of thinking about how they can't catch
up, they should focus on what they want to improve
and find the necessary resources to achieve their goal.
The improvements could be cutting out distractions,
changing where they study, or modifying their
schedule. Most of all I would encourage them to not
give up and to give their best effort. Effort is always
needed in order to change, so I would remind them to
work hard and never give up.
COLLEGE BOUND ANTHOLOGY 2022
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LOGAN L. - '25
If you could be born in any era, which
would you choose?
If I could be born in any era, I would choose to be
born in 1989 because I would want to grow up
going to middle school and high school in the
early 2000s. I love watching early 2000s movies
like “Mean Girls”, “Clueless”, “Legally Blonde”,
“Are we there yet”, “Love Don’t Cost a Thing”, and
“The Jacksons”.
These movies made the 2000s look like the best
era to grow up in because of the fashion and
popular music. Also, they didn’t have a global
pandemic during the 2000s so I would have a
normal school experience. This is why I believe
the best year to be born is 1989 because you get
to experience living in the 90s and growing up in
the 2000s which is the best era to go to high
school and middle school in.

JAMIA H. - '24
What traits do you think leaders need to
possess?
I think leaders are respectful to those around
them and themselves. Leaders are kind to
everyone , leaders help others. Leaders are
selfless. Leaders are hardworking and show
determination no matter what.

TRISTAN S. - '26
How have you changed from when you
were in elementary/middle school? Why
do you think you’ve changed?
Yes I have changed from when I was in
elementary school and middle school. I
think I changed because I met new
people and if I'm around someone who
jokes around a lot I would change my
personality to match the same energy
they are giving me. Another reason I think
I changed was because I grew up and I
care about how people see me. This
means that when I was young I didn’t
care about what people thought of me. I
just did what I did that was fun. But now
I'm always thinking someone is judging
me for what I'm doing. Another reason I
changed is because I matured and I'm
not as bad as I used to be. What I mean
by that is that now I'm not the class
clown anymore and I give my respect to
everyone. One last reason I think I
changed is because I moved to a
different school when I was in
elementary school and I wanted to have
my own restart so I made new friends
and started acting differently.
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Space Jam: A
New Legacy,
painted by
Rainelle

RAINELLE M.- '2Y
City at sunset,
painted by
Rainelle

STUDENT
ARTISTS
Title: Deep
Thoughts
Medium: Charcoal
By Changamire

CHANGAMIRE A.- '22

CHRISTOPHER H. '24
If the average human life span was
double what it is now, what would you
do differently?
I'm not really that old currently, but if our lifespan
was doubled, I would probably try not to live a fast
life because eventually I will have the time to do
all the fun things I need to do. If we could live
twice as long, I would probably make a bucket list
of all the things I would want to do and try to get
that accomplished, but again not in a rush
because my life has been doubled but I would
also want to do it before I aged so much that I
couldn't do it.
I'm not sure how the aging process would work
but I would want to do things before I get really
old. I would also when I get older try to travel and
explore more of the world, because I feel like
there are some really awesome tourist attractions
to visit and it would be pretty cool to travel the
world and see some.

SHAINA A. - '22
How do you define success?

To me, success is achieving what I set out to do.
Some people may look at my acceptance to
Harvard as my success, but it’s not. I view it as a
recognition of my success.
Getting accepted to Harvard is a sign of others
looking at what I have accomplished and
evaluating its worth; it is not something that is
necessarily in my control nor is it something that
alters the value of what I have achieved so far.
For me, my success is staying true to myself.
I am someone that does not tolerate putting
anything less than my best foot forward,
especially when it reflects on my intellect, which I
take a good amount of pride in. Because of this,
putting in the work to succeed in school came
naturally to me.
Similarly, as someone who puts immense value
on my freedom, I constantly made an effort to
pursue my own passions. My vigorous pursuit
was rewarded with growth in skills that I
personally value, which is what I believe to truly
be success.
As opposed to being a success in and of itself, I
view awards, recognition, and acceptances into
esteemed institutions as just congratulations.
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O'SEMI T. - '24

Life Lessons

One important lesson I recently learned is that
nothing is certain for tomorrow. Everything in
life, including family, friends, and everything
else, can vanish in an instant. So I should
appreciate and celebrate what I have now,
knowing that it could all be gone tomorrow.

SALOME A. - '24
LAILAH P. - '26

If you could pick any era in which
to be born, when would it be?
Would you rather be alive in
today’s time, or in an era past?
If I was born in a different era I would want to be
born in the 70's because I love the sense of style
like the bell bottoms, crop tops, and hair wraps. I
would also want to be a part of the women's,
peace, and environmental movements. Another
thing that I would like is the music because there
are a lot of the people that I listen to now that
were 70's artists for example Stevie Wonder,
Marvin Gaye, Michael Jackson, Louis Armstrong,
Diana Ross, and Tina Turner.

JADEN P. - '26

Why do you want to attend
college?

I want to attend college because I know that It
can take my career to the next level and provide
the help and knowledge needed. College would
be a great experience for me, there I would
learn more about being a Marine Biologist. I
personally believe that college does indeed help
you and it can change your life and boost your
career once you graduate. Which would then be
very good for one considering myself because
then it would make pursuing my career much
easier.

What matters to you? Why?

What truly matters to me is my family. Coming
from a strict, religious African family has laid a
foundation that has driven me to persevere. Both
of my parents are Nigerian immigrants who have
worked so hard to support me in all of my
endeavors. As a female having three older
brothers, I have also always felt protected. I value
my family because at the end of the day even if I
lose my friends, my job or anything they are all
that I have and I cherish that.

JABARI P. - '22

"Fast Fashion"

It should be a warning signal that
there is a well-known term in the
fashion industry called "fast
fashion". Similar to the concept
of the fast-food industry, fast
fashion strives to keep up with
the demands and ever-changing
tastes of American consumers.
When I was younger, I used to
like fast fashion brands like H&M,
Zara, and Urban Outfitters.
However, during my senior year, I
started my senior expedition
project and learned about how
fast fashion is bad for the
environment, consumers, and
fashion design.
For the sake of efficiency, many
garments and accessories are
made overseas where the
product is manufactured quickly
in expansive factories by fast
machines and a large staff. This
mechanization of production
allows companies such as
Forever 21, H & M, Shein, and
Fashion Nova to keep up with
trends. Sometimes it only takes a
few days after fashion shows for
new seasonal trends to be
introduced.
Fast food also depends on
predictability, which can be
applied to the fast fashion
industry. Everything in the fast
fashion industry revolves around
mass-produced products.
Consumers who buy these goods
are more interested in their
urgent needs than in the

longevity of their new purchases,
so they don't care if the seams of
shirts and dresses are weak and
short-lived. It is more important
for the industry to produce as
much as possible so that more
consumers can buy more
products. Consumers will come
back to buy replacements months
later, as they know they are
buying poor-quality clothing.
The fast fashion industry is
known for cutting corners to
maximize profits by using cheap
fabrics and materials causing the
clothes to look tacky and cheap.
The lack of originality has caused
these fast fashion companies to
often rip off big-name brand
clothing companies. Companies
can easily outsource production
to countries that can provide
cheap labor and unethical
treatment of the workforce. The
fast fashion industry has robbed
all the artistry and creativity
associated with the beautiful
world of clothing, fashion, and
design, which may be associated
with haute couture. It created an
industry based on the
dehumanization and unfair
treatment of workers. The reason
I want to go to college is to be
able to learn new skills in art and
business and combine them with
my passion for fashion. I want to
create clothes and accessories
that are sustainable, affordable,
and environmentally friendly while
remaining cool and stylish.

Last summer I got the
opportunity to work with
Redsprinkle, a local fashion
consulting firm, through the D.C.
Summer Youth Employment
Program. There, I got to
experience making my own
mock-up brand, help design
clothes, and talk to other
creatives. Going to college would
give me the support I need to
develop my technical skills and
learn how to properly network
with people to become a better
fashion designer, stylist, and
graphic designer. Building my
technical skills and my
networking skills could help me
get recognition in the fashion
industry and I could leverage it
into expanded opportunities.
There are no restrictions when it
comes to fashion. I can freely
express myself when it comes to
making clothes and styling
clients and myself. I feel as
though you can do anything if you
can dress right for the occasion
because first impressions are
important.
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THEADEUS J. - '26
Why Game Shows Are So Fun

JACKSON L. - '23
If your life was a reality TV show,
what would it be called? Why?
If my life was a reality TV show I think it would
be called Just Doing Stuff.
I would call it that because I try my best to do
as much stuff as I can. My mom always tells
me not to let opportunities pass me by, so
when I’m in school I always try to push myself
and expose myself to new things and I try to do
other stuff with extracurricular activities as
well.

On TV there are a lot of game shows with plenty of
different ways to win prizes and win money. The
goal of game shows is to have fun times with
celebrity hosts, and to win awesome prizes.
There are plenty of activities on game shows
including mysteries and athletics. For example, the
game show To Tell The Truth is a mystery game
where three celebrities try to figure out who is
telling the truth among three other people. If they
can figure out who the person is who is telling the
truth, they get 10 points. The top 2 celebrities with
the highest points win, and the celebrity in the last
place is named the biggest dummy!
In other games shows, you could win loads of
money. In Ellen’s Games Of Games, you can win up
to $100,000. In this game show, Ellen picks people
to play her minigames, and the winners of the
minigames go against each other in the final game
called No or Go. In the conclusion of this game,
there will be a trivia question asked and it must be
answered correctly. If you win the trivia question,
you will go up to play Hot Hands. If you win Hot
Hands, you can win up to $100,000.
The Price is Right and Let’s Make A Deal are also
both great game shows. In Let’s Make A Deal, you
need some luck. In The Price is Right, you can win
prizes. You can get money and cars in both of these
games, but it’s not guaranteed. There is always a
possibility that you don’t get any money. In The
Price Is Right, you need to know the exact prices of
household items to win the game. At the end of the
show, the person who guesses the closest price without going over - wins.
In conclusion, game shows are about having fun
with guests and hosts. Game shows are fun to
watch, awesome ways to win cool prizes, and great
to win money. Game shows are full of surprises and
fun.
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MARCUS M. '24

When you look back at this
school year with College
Bound, what memories
stand out?

I would say something that stood out
to me was getting to know my
mentor and forming a great bond
with him.
Something else that stood out to me
was finding out about different
programs that College Bound has to
offer, especially for someone like me
who is a sophomore and just getting
into the rhythm of looking at
colleges.

MECCA M. - '26
Many times music can hold a
special place in our lives. Write
about a song or artist that holds
special meaning to you. What
makes this song or artist special?
Polo G's music holds a special piece in my life
because it helped me get through some times
when I wasn't at my best. Jhene Aiko helped me
out when I wasn't at my best and trying to get
through what I could at that point in my life.
Roddy Ricch because some thing that he said in
his old song, following this up to the new songs
also helped me out when I wasn't at my best.
I listen to all of them because they're peaceful
to listen to at times when you want to just listen
to their music just or feel a certain type of way
and music in general just helps you cope with it.

JAMES G. - '22
When you look back at this school year
with College Bound, what memories
stand out?
A couple of memories that stand out are the first
meeting, and mental health checkups.
The first meeting was made me very nervous,
meeting my mentor and getting used to how
college bound operates. Looking back now I'm glad
that I went through that for the experience I got out
of it.
The mental health checkups stood out for just
being different from the usual. The different advice
or information I received was interesting and I can
use them to better my life in the future..
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NIANI B. - '25

"WE ARE STILL FIGHTING..."
Before I talk about my issue I want you to
understand that this is still a problem and I'm not
just rambling on about our society's obstacles
because that would be a waste of my time. So while
I am talking about this problem I want you to listen
and listen closely.
I’m a young proud African-American Female and I
am tired of seeing people like me on the news.
Almost everyday black males and females get shot
and killed by police officers. This is still a major
issue and it may humble the society to remember
that the Civil Rights Movement ended in 1968 and
as you know now it is 2021. I don’t understand why
we can't just be equal, everybody has their
differences but we all are part of a government and
a society that needs to work together in order to
operate. May I also remind you that we have been
trying to fix this issue; there have been protests,
fundraisers, speeches, rallies and yet seeing videos
or hearing news about African American people
getting killed shatters my insides. I want to raise
awareness for all the black families who have
experienced hurt or lost due to this issue. So while I
explain more about why you should join me I want
you to know that this does not just affect me but it
also affects you and little infants we bring into this
world.
Police officers are here to protect us and keep us
from any danger that may occur. Now notice how I
never said killing people was their duty but yet they
still continue to do it. There should be no reason
why you feel ‘’threatened” or “scared” enough to
pull out a weapon and kill somebody just because
they are not the same race as you. Let me give you
some examples just in case you think I’m making
this up.

This first victim is a 46 year old black man named
George Perry Floyd Jr. You may also know him as
the man who couldn't breathe and called out to his
mother while an officer by the name of Derek
Chauvin had a knee on his neck. After 8 minutes
and 47 seconds of the officer continuing to force
his knee on his neck George died.
Now not only was killing him not Derek's duty but I
have never seen putting a knee on somebody's neck
as a protocol for arrest or questioning. Due to
George's conditions people were left mad and
confused about the society's decisions to only give
him 22 ½ years in jail. If I’m being honest I’m tired
because it feels like no matter what we do or what
we accept nothing is working and now fighting is
the only option but, it’s not just black males.
Let me give you another example of a young woman
who goes by the name of Sandra Bland. 3 days after
her being arrested and pulled over she was found
dead hanging in her cell. I know this may seem a
little strange because it sound more like a suicide
and it was ruled out to be a suicide but, that's not
the real problem. While Sandra was being pulled
over by a white male officer he pulled out his stun
gun and yelled and I quote “I will light you up, Get
out now!”. All because of a traffic stop.. Doesn't that
seem a little too overboard and wrong to you! Well
let me tell you not only is Sandra crying in her
mugshot but she looks a little stressed and out of it.
Many people claim that she was dead in her
mugshot but the government seems to “say '' that,
that is a false allegation. Sandra was only 28 years
old and she was a businesswoman who was doing
well in life. I want you to think about how that
affected her family and how now she will never
come up in life and see what her future holds.
This is crazy! Because over these past years 250
women have been murdered by police and black
people have been shot at higher rates than any
other races in the world.
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NIANI B. - '25

"WE ARE STILL FIGHTING..." (Continued)
By giving you this information I hope that you would want to
join me and raise awareness toward black families and black
people who have been murdered over the years. I want to
make a safe environment where people can be safe to grieve
and donate to help other foundations work toward this
problem and hopefully get past it. I say all this to say that
Black lives matter, and just because somebody isn’t the same
race or doesn't look the same as you is not a reason to be
violent or feel discomfort. This society and government is
built upon the next generation which involves young males
and females just like me and you so, I know you will stand up
for this problem and help fight against inequality against our
society.

“Black lives matter,
and just because
somebody isn’t the
same race or doesn't
look the same as you
is not a reason to be
violent or feel
discomfort.”
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JAVIER S. - '22

What are you reading?

The last book I read was Percy
Jackson, I really liked reading it
because it reminded me of my
childhood and how much I enjoyed
learning about the gods. It also
reminded me of one of my favorite
video games god of war. It’s overall a
great read and a book that I will
always re-read when I have the
chance.

KAMAIA B. - '22
Looking back on 2020

JALA F. - '22

What is the one thing you are
most looking forward to about
college?
One thing I look most forward to in college is
the experience of networking with my
classmates and my professors so I can make
more wiser connections outside of the
academic sector. Meeting new people really
pushes my anxiety high yet I am willing to be
outgoing or try to be outgoing in college
therefore I can try new things and explore new
ideas.

2020 was a very interesting year. It was full of ups
and downs. But mostly, I focus on the positive
things about 2020. Last year, I got to develop a
close bond with more family members that I
haven't seen in a very long time. I’m glad we took
this year to be with each other more, especially with
COVID. Another accomplishment that I have
achieved was one of my goals for 2020-2021,
which was getting a 4.0 or above for my grades. I
was really happy and proud of myself for achieving
this goal. I told myself that this year was going to
be a hard working year. I’m trying my best to keep
this 4.0 and above. One of my goals for last and
this year was starting my own business. That year
was kind of rough because of COVID, but I told
myself that wasn’t going to stop me from achieving
this goal. I have many ideas on what I'm going to
do for this business, many help supporters and
even 3 investors, my mom, my dad and my older
cousin. I know that this year, I will be achieving this
goal. I’ve lost many family members as well, but I
know they would want the best for me and my
family. Always told myself, no matter how hard life
gets, keep succeeding and achieving higher to work
towards my dreams.
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LAILA H. - '22

When you look back at this school year
with College Bound, what memories
stand out?
When I look back at the school year, a few
memories pop up but the first one that I thought
about was while I was site ambassador and a
student came to site after being absent for so long
that I forgot about her. I was calling the students
and mentors names for good news and I finally got
to the student. I said “Oh! You must be new” and
Owen corrected me that she was not new. I felt so
embarrassed but it really was not my fault now that
I think about it. Another memory that pops up is
also when I was reading the names for good news.
A moth had come in somehow when my brother
walked back in the house and I have a major fear of
bugs. Since it was attracted to the light I was
under, it flew down close to me so I sort of dove on
the floor in the middle of the call, with my camera
on and everyone saw me. Again, it was
embarrassing but I see it as a funny memory now.
Lastly, going out to the Kennedy Center with Mr.
Ward and the other former and current site
ambassadors was quite the experience and I
enjoyed myself very much. I even reconnected with
a middle school friend.

DEREK E. - '24

How do you define success?
Success is the ability to achieve one’s goal without
hampering others’ ability to reach their goals. If you
put down other people when you reach what you
want, it is not a true success. Also, if people are
hampered after your success and things are tilted
unfairly in your favor, should this ever happen, it
makes your success null. I have personally achieved
many successes. I have been able to help others
during my road to success, and my success has
also helped others. Some of my successes are
small, personal, and sometimes everyday, while
others are big and come after a lot of hard work and
dedication.

DEVIN W. - '26

How has College Bound impacted you?
Man, what a year it’s been. So many things
happened like COVID, lockdown, the numbers
rising then dropping and rising again. The year has
been pretty hectic to be honest, but I’m glad things
are slowly starting to get better. College Bound
was also effected by the virus, which resulted in it
being held online.
College Bound really helped me in school, and
outside of school surprisingly! My mentor, Mike
really helped me and got me prepared for things
that were challenging in school. For example, I
would come to him for help with my algebra work,
or my grammar and he was always happy to help.
Even with the technical difficulties we
encountered, he always cooperated and found a
way to make it work. Not only him but the whole
program helped me to be more social. At the end
of each site, we have to share our name, school,
and a piece of good academic news to the rest of
the members in the call. This helped me with
being more confident and speaking to a big group,
which helps me in school when I’m asking or
answering a question.
I really want to do this program next year even
though sometimes I didn’t feel like coming to site
because I was tired, or whatever other reasons I
had. I guess it all payed off. Thanks Mike and
Thank You College Bound.
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NYA G. - '23
The Mind of an African American
Teenager
The blood from her Trinidadian and Jamaican ancestors run through her veins.
Born in Georgia raised in Washington, DC.
She wakes up to the sound of birds chirping as the forest is her neighbor.
The youngest of 3.
The baby.
The mistakes of her siblings fall on her to repeat.
The last to leave.
The last to break her parents' hearts.
Mistakes after mistakes.
When does one learn from them?
When does one break from the cycle?
Numb.
Numb to the world around her
Numb to the expectations to be great
Numb.
Can’t she sleep?
Can’t she get relief?
Can’t her mind go blank?
Can’t she not care?
Can’t she breathe?
Why can’t she breathe?
She knows the stories of those before her.
But what will her story be?
Who will she be?
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LOGAN L.- '23
I Am Free

I have always been an extraordinary
student, same as my mom. My
siblings on the other hand didn’t
have it as easy. They faced more
challenges than I did. With that
being said my family had high
expectations for me and my
academic standards. Up until my
freshman year I never really had an
issue living up to the expectations
they set for me. All A’s, 4.0 and
above, top of my grade and the list
goes on. Unfortunately my freshman
year my mental health got the best
of me and my grades slipped
drastically around second quarter
progress reports. Luckily with me
taking classes with a heavier grade
weight I was able to finish the
quarter with principal's honor roll,
4.0 but I had a B in my AP History
class.
Even though I was not in the best
mental state and battling
depression my main goal was to
“suck it up” and make my family
proud. I assumed that since I still
got a 4.0 they would overlook the B

on the report card. I was wrong.
I came into the kitchen ecstatic to
tell my mom, role model, the person
who can do no wrong in my eyes
about how I brought my grades up
and still managed to make the honor
roll. Principal's honor roll at that. In
the back of my head I felt like she
was going to point out the negative
but I was so proud of myself that I
couldn't even imagine. I mean if I
was proud of me she would be too
right?
But when I showed her the response
she gave me was, “Why do you have
a B in history?” I responded with “I
still got a 4.0 so are you coming to
the honor roll assembly?” She said
no. My heart began to throb
throughout my whole body.
Months later me and my mom talked
because ever since I felt trapped
within my emotions because we
never had a conversation to clear
the air. I told her how I felt and I
have never felt so much peace and
freedom. I was so scared she would
look at me differently if I stood up to
her. I felt held back from everything.

I couldn’t move forward with
anything else until I got
closure from that situation.
She apologized and told me
regardless she will always
love and be proud of me.
That day was the first day I
felt free. Free from myself
and the need to be “perfect”
to make my family proud. I
have been happy ever since.
Of course I am still
prioritizing my grades but for
a different reason. I am
doing it for me. I am doing it
because it makes me happy.
Nobody else's opinion
matters.

“I am doing it
for me. I am
doing it
because it
makes me
happy.”
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AYRRIKA J. - '24
What was the highlight of your
summer? Please give context and
explain why it was so great!

KAIDYN A. - '23

What matters to you and why?

Two things that matter to me. My future and my
family, my future matters because that's where
I'm going to be eventually, and it's important.
I feel like my future matters because what I'm
working up to, it's something that means a lot
to me as well.
My family matters because without them I
wouldn't be here, I'm here because of them.
They also are the only people I have, and have
to rely on if I need help.

The highlight of my summer was the family
trips. I love them the most because that’s where
we made most of our memories. We’ve planned
the trip for my 8th grade graduation trip but it
was delayed for almost 1 year and a half.

CIERRA J. - '22

If you hosted a podcast or reality
tv show about your life, what would
it be called and why?
I would name my tv show Good Luck Cierra. I
would name my tv show this after an old Disney
channel favorite Good Luck Charlie. This tv
show was about an older sister who would film
and make blogs about everything her family did
when her little sister Charlie was younger. The
videos/blogs would document to Charlie the do
and don'ts and what has and has not worked
out for her family.

DAVID B. - '23
As a student, what do you feel are
your strengths? What distinguishes
you from other students?
My strengths are that I am focused and
determined to get my work done. I try not to
Procrastinate as much as possible and I'm
pretty good with balancing out my work and
personal life. What distinguishes me from other
students is I make sure I turn in my work on
time, decent work and not rushed.
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NINA E. - '23
What is a valuable life lesson you
recently learned?
A valuable life lesson that I heard recently
would be to use your mistakes as stepping
stones. Rather than getting upset or sad that
these mistakes were made you learn from them
and figure out where things went wrong and
build from there. Making mistakes is never a
bad thing, it's human nature, but when you stop
trying to figure a way out of these mistakes,
then you have become complacent.
Complacency is the enemy of progress, and
when you aren't progressing in life, then you’re
regressing. Discipline yourself to not settle for
less, build on your mistakes and learn from
them. Use what you have learned to your own
advantage.

KRISTEN M. - '24
How have you changed from when you
were in elementary/middle school? Why
do you think you’ve changed?
I have changed by being more progressed in life
and in my career than when I was in
elementary/middle school. I’m more mature
and have a better understanding of life and my
mental health has also gotten better. I have
more motivation these days and find a purpose
to keep moving.
I think I have changed because these days you
don’t have time to not be aware or be moving
with the tide. I wouldn’t say I’m where I want to
be but I’m getting better at finding myself.

“Discipline yourself to not settle
for less, build on your mistakes
and learn from them.”
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KAMAURI G. '25
What goals do you want to
accomplish in 2022?
In 2022 I want to get all As for school. I
also want to start posting music on
YouTube. I also want to meet new people.
Other thing I want to accomplish is I want
to get faster. The last goal I want to
accomplish is I want to play on my high
school football team.

AMARE A. - '25

ARNETT H. - '2Y

What is the code you live by?

The code I live by is just live Life to its
fullest. Life is just the world, and there
are many things to explore in the world.
Free time is precious, and money is time.
You can buy the world with hard work,
and enjoy your precious time. Living life
to its fullest is also meeting new people.
You come by extraordinary people
everyday, and it’s a world where
networking is life. If you network with the
right people, you can also get intel on
very great things to succeed, and you’ll
enjoy life in a breeze.

What matters to you and why?
A few things that were highlights for my
summer was me being able to sleep in for
as long as I wanted to. I believe this is one
of my highlights of the summer because I
was able to set my own schedule for
myself. Another highlight for me was the
fact that I was able to travel for the
summer. I say this because I love to travel
and see new places.

AYANNA L. - '23
How have you changed from when
you were in elementary/middle
school? Why do you think you’ve
changed?
I’ve changed tremendously from middle
school to now. From the way I handle conflict
and confrontation to the way I dress, to the
way I think and the way I view the world as a
whole. I think that I have changed because as
you grow and learn that change is necessary
in life.
Without change and shifts you will find
yourself becoming stagnant. You learn
different things about life and you experience
things that mold you into the person you are
becoming.
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KYLER G. - '24

How do you define success?

I define success by doing what you love and
being great at what you do consistently. I also
define being successful as having a legacy that
you can pass on to future generations and
leaving an imprint on society while you're living
or participating in whatever activity you're
doing. But, I also don’t think success is the
same for every person. Some people’s
standards might be higher or lower than others
based on their current situation, mindset, or
upbringing.
Success is different for every person and I don’t
believe there is a definitive value of success,
but to me I define success as doing what I
enjoy doing at a high level to the point where I
will have an impact on others.

LEE T.- '25
What matters to you? Why?
What matters to me is my education because it
is the foundation that I need for the career that I
wanna pursue. Furthermore, it can even be my
livelihood if I make the right decisions during
college. This will help me in achieving a job with
a retirement and it can also help if I want to
expand my horizon and do other things on the
side. Such as my aspirations of being a
musician, youtuber, and translator. Due to all of
this, my education is something that I truly care
about with all my heart.
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SARAH I. - '24

IN THE PHOTO:
Students and staff
gathered at the MLK
Library for a College
Tour watch party

When you look back at this school
year, what memories stand out?
Memories that stood out to me this school year would
probably have to be based around athletics. Athletics
has become a huge part of since coming to high school.
Straight into high school, I made JV volleyball. It might
have not been the best version of what a team should
look like, but I definitely got the full picture when I joined
the lacrosse team.
I’ve been playing lacrosse since 8th grade, but it was as
a club so we didn’t compete. I took a break 9th grade
year, and then made the varsity team this year. My team
has become a family, we have gotten punished as a
team and we have won victories as a team. As a family,
we’ve cried together and had issues but as a family, we
came back stronger and as a united front. On May 9th,
2022, my lacrosse team made history and became the
first team in CMIT history to go to a county
championship. Not only did we go to a county
championship, but we won it together. Each of us may
have done something we didn’t like in the game, but at
the end of the day we grew from our shortcomings and
have become a better united front. This team has truly
taught me so much and I wouldn’t want to be a part of
any other team. Not only did I join two teams and make
history with one, I did it all with my best friend.

ANUOLUWAPO
MERCY F.- '25
If you could have a talent without
having to practice it, what it
would be?
If I could have a talent without having to
practice it, it would be being able to learn many
languages easily, or know many languages
easily. This is because right now I want to learn
many languages like Korean, Japanese,
Chinese, French, and Spanish, but I can't
because those languages are hard and
complex. Also, due to the many school
assignments I have, it doesn't leave much room
in my mind to be able to learn all those
languages.
I would like the talent of knowing many
languages because that would help me engage
in many cultures and I would learn different
things about other people who don't speak
English. I would also be able to learn interesting
new things.
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JALYNN S. - '24
What are you thankful for?
I am thankful for my family and money
because without both I wouldn’t be me. I
work hard to make money and my family are
the people I love.
My family supports me, helps me, is always
there for me, and makes me laugh all the
time. Money helps me get the things I want
and need. Without money how would me and
my family really live? I need these things in
my life and I am glad I have them

JANIAH L. - '22
When you look back at this
school year with College Bound,
what memories stand out?
This year in College Bound has been my
favorite by far! I have enjoyed the staff and how
caring and supportive they have been
throughout the year. Also I think because this is
my senior year I took College Bound very
seriously and took in all of the important
information shared throughout the year.
I really enjoyed career night this year. I've
looked forward to that event since I first
attended in 2019 and met a neonatal nurse
from GW Hospital. College Bound over all has
played a major factor in the student that I am
and the college student that I wish to be.
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ISAIAH B. - '22

How do you define success?

I would define success as being able to have an
impact on other people. I feel like we all are on
this Earth to be a part of something that is
greater than ourselves.
We all should devote our lives to solving one
issue or helping one group of people. For the
most part as long as you have a legal
profession and make an honest living most
people already do this. Whether you are a
teacher, accountant, lawyer, doctor or even a
postal worker you are improving the lives of
others around you.
We as people are obligated to give back in
whatever way we can.

JARELL G. - '23
If the average human life span was
double what it is now, what would you
do differently?
I would continue my life the way I’m living now
because even if the lifespan doubled, it can all
end in a single moment. I will continue to take
risks in my life (within reason). I won’t take life
for granted because every day is a blessing. I
would continue to make the right decisions
because you reap what you sow.

IVONE C. - '22
How do you define success?

For me, success is when you have reached a
level in your life where you are comfortable
financially and mentally with your career. This
can also be as simple as completing your
personal goals.
In 15 years I see myself as a 32 year old
successful women. Who is done with college
and has a kid. I hope that I live a nice house and
have multiple sources of income.
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CAROLINE R. '22
What matters to you and
why?

My life and the actions that I make matter
to me. It matters to me because that is
what life is all about. I choose my crowd,
investment in school, my attitude to others,
and my attitude towards myself. I love that
while I have control life is also
unpredictable.
However, in the process of discovering
life’s unpredictability, I have found that I
have been destined for success because I
am surrounded by the most supportive
friends and family. And what I make of my
foundation and all of the resources given
to me is my own choice, so it is of the
utmost importance.

KENNEDY H. '24

IN THE PHOTO:
College Bound
Executive Director
Kenneth Ward visits
VMP students on
their college
campus

You wake up tomorrow and
none of your friends remember
who you are! How would you
describe yourself to them?
That's kind of a hard question because when
somebody asks anyone how would they describe
themselves, everybody would normally say similar
things or say the same thing. So to really dig deep
and find something that really stands out and sets
you apart from everybody else or finding something
that would make you stand out from the rest. So
instead of describing myself I would rather describe
one of the best times we had together, what we liked
to do. I would describe our friendship and how we
were together. For instance my “bestfriend” I would
explain to her how because we both don’t really like
to leave the house, we would instead sit at each
other's house, make cakes and decorate them
together, how goofy we were together and things as
such. So that's my answer because it’s really hard to
find things that really stand out and make you
different from the rest when it comes to friendships
and things as such.

CHIMAMANDA S.'23

Many times music can hold a special
place in our lives. Write about a song or
artist that holds special meaning to you.
What makes this song or artist special?
Music does hold a special place in my heart because
it provides me with a lot of comforts in which I can
only get from it compared to other surroundings in my
life. One artist that has been really influential in my life
is Ariana Grande but more specifically every song off
of her Sweetener and Thank you, next album. I’ve
always been a really big fan of her but I would only
ever listen to her songs on a few occasions until the
pandemic hit.
When the mask mandate was implemented, switching
to virtual school became my only option, and overall
drastic changes to most aspects of my life happened
during 2020 till now, I turned to music as an outlet. I
could really relate to a lot of emotions and
experiences with her so I felt really attached to her
music and her over all presence in the world.
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DAMONIE R. - '22
How has College Bound impacted you?
College bound has set out many opportunities
and resources for me over the past 5 years.
During my years of college Bound I have received
many resources should as tutoring, SAT/ACT
Preparation, An mentor guidance and a family
whom I know would always have my back No
matter what.

JAYLEE D. - '22
My College Bound Experience

JANELLE C. - '22
What is your intended major(s)?
My interest in Pharmaceutical sciences
developed from a young age. When I was ten, I
got a science kit full of ingredients to mix up to
make something new. Experimenting with the
kit taught me how interesting it is to mix
different things and see what the outcome
would be. I still have a passion for STEM today.
I participate in the Biotech STEM program at my
high school, where I am gaining experience
working in a lab with different chemicals. My
favorite part of working in a lab is being able to
create something new and possibly finding a
cure for something.

College Bound is a really good program which
helped me expand my horizons in different
aspects of life. They hosted many different
workshops and introduced me to different people
and resources.
I feel like my favorite part would be my mentor.
For 2 years I had the same mentor. I am not
really an extroverted person but by meeting her
she helped me come out my shell and do things i
haven't done before. She always stayed on top of
me and my work always helping me set goals as
well as achieve them. Though she is no longer
my mentor she still is in contact with me and is
still on me and sending information my way just
as if she was. That to me was the best part of
being in the college bound program..
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WILLOW S. - '24

You wake up tomorrow and none of
your friends remember who you are!
How would you describe yourself to
them?
If I woke up tomorrow, and no one
remembered who I was, I would describe
myself to them as someone who is very
kind, loving, honest, and confident. I am
that all in a nutshell. I am also someone
who likes to stay peaceful, and I do not like
stress; though, I am stressed all the time. I
would tell them that I am a very supportive
and loyal friend, and even if they aren’t the
kindest to me I would still have
compassion for them.

BRANDON D. - '22
What is the best piece of wisdom
that one of your peers gave to
you?
The words given to me to me by my slightly
older peers to try my best my freshman
year of high school has really benefited me
in the long run looking back now. My
freshman year set a good tone and
standard that I upheld for the following
three years.
If I wasn't told how important my freshman
year was I probably would not have tried as
hard as I did. I'm very thankful for the
wisdom that my older peers at College
Bound have been able to give me.
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ZAKAIYA W. - '23
How have you changed from when you
were in elementary/middle school?
Why do you think you’ve changed?
I believe since elementary/middle school I have
matured. I stopped thinking certain things were
funny and realized that everything is not a joke. So I
think my sense of humor has changed.
I also prioritize way better than I did before because
I used to procrastinate a lot more than I do now
which is a good change because if I procrastinate
now it is at a different stake. I think I changed
because of my experiences and just as I grew my
mindset changed.

ROBERT W. - '23
How do you define success?

There are many meanings of success. I feel as
though success goes, and takes you, a long way
in life. Success I feel it is really a major part of
life, success is something that everyone dreams
for.
Being successful basically means having and or
achieving your planned goals. Furthermore,
success can be a described as a way or true
meaning of life.
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GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

In-person
College Tour
Students gathered to tour the college
campus with a College Bound VMP student
as their guide. The tour was livestreamed
for those who could not attend in person.

BAILEY A. - '23

What was the highlight of your
summer? Please give context and
explain why it was so great!
The highlight of my summer would have to be
me finding myself. I wouldn't necessarily say
that I found myself because I am still
continuing that journey but I have discovered so
many things about myself that I never knew
before. I like my alone time, I love watching
shows and reading as well. I definitely love
perfecting my craft etc. Learning about myself
is so important to me because I can figure out
the things that I want in life and it affects my
future

ZARIAH B. - '23

What matters to you and why?

Something that matters to me is my mental
health. I say my mental health because that is
what motivates me to everything in my life.
Within having to focus on school, work and other
stuff I need to maintain a good mental health to
support my decisions and help me throughout
my life. As for trying to maintain good grades it
takes much hard work to keep intact along with
my actions. This will determine my future
lifestyle and ongoing process. I feel as though if
I am not well in my head, I will not be able to
continue to make good choices.
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XAVIER F. '26
What are your strengths
as a student?
I feel like my strengths are
Geometry and trigonometry
because I can always catch on to
what my teacher is saying and I'm
a fast learner.
I feel like I am good at English
because I am very good at
analyzing. I think the things that
make me stand out is that I always
go above and beyond with the
work.

CAMILLE P. '24

IN THE PHOTO:
Mentors and staff
enjoyed skating at
the Winter Partner
Social

What inanimate object best
embodies you? Please
explain why!
I think that the inanimate object that best
embodies me is a book. Books to me are very
interesting because no matter how many times
you read it you can always find something new
about it. Many people can read the same book
and have completely different interpretations of
it. I think I am interesting in that way. I often
hear people talking about when they met me
and how our relationship when first meeting is
completely different from now.

DARWIN Z. - '24
As a student, what do you feel are
your strengths? What distinguishes
you from other students?
Something that differentiates me from other
students is that I don’t like to have homework
pending. Because when I have homework to do
I’m not comfortable when I am doing something
like using my phone, walking outside, or playing
video games.
My strengths are that I always do my homework
on time and when I do not understand one
problem in my Algebra class I ask the teacher
to explain to me and then I do it again I have
better understanding..
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BRANDON D. - '22

How College Bound helped me
College bound has helped me in
many ways but the most
influential way that it helped me
was when I went on the spring
college tour. We went to see
schools in North Carolina and
Atlanta and we did reflections on
each school that we saw. There
were 2 schools that caught my
attention North Carolina Central
and Clark Atlanta which had been
my top 2 from freshman year to
senior year not knowing that my
life would take a turn and I
wouldn't be attending either of
them. It showed me that college
was real and I could be there one
day. The time flew by me and here
I am as a senior realizing my time
to shine has come. College bound
showed me that college was for
me and with the help of Mr. Ward,
I was able to see that clearly.

College bound gave me a chance
to meet new people and socialize
with them. The experience has
been great. I even reconnected
with someone that I met at a camp
when I was younger who I'd lost
touch with. College Bound gives
you a mentor that you get to
connect with and they are there for
you through your whole experience
unless they leave the program
then you're connected with a new
mentor and there's another bond
that you have created. Through the
many connections that I've been
able to make, each mentor that I've
had has been great. I benefited
from college bound by going to
site on Wednesdays from 6pm to
8pm talking to friends getting
homework done talking to ms.
Joel and even helping her setup
site sometimes with a good
conversation or just talking she

was a site mom to me.
College has always been a part of
my plans but the closer that it got
the more excited I got. Where I
come from most kids don't go to
college or even look forward to
going, but it's always been a
dream of mine to attend college.
My dream is to own a restaurant
and then expand throughout the
nation and from there I hope to
create my own insurance company
for mid to low income families. I
want to do this because a lot of
people in my community lack a lot
of medical resources because
they don't make enough to have
insurance and they make "too
much" to qualify for government
issued insurance. Because of this,
my insurance company will be
income based specifically for
these families.
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PIERCE L. '25

What are your plans for the
summer?

I have a few concrete plans for this
summer, but the underlying goal is for
me to relax.
In a month and a half, I will (probably)
have passed down the title of Boatswain
in my Sea Scout Ship, and will be free to
enjoy the meetings without the
responsibility of leadership. I’ll also no
longer need to mentor my robotics team,
which will be nice. Of course, school will
be out as well.

During summer break, I plan to partake in
a rigorous AI coding camp and perhaps
work a summer job.
There’s also fun in my future, however;
towards the end of summer, I’ll babysit
with my friend Ella and spend a week at a
paintball camp. That’s probably the most
objectively fun and enjoyable thing I’ve
done in a while!
An important personal goal is to break
new ground in my STEM hobbies, namely
fixing my 3D Printer.
Overall, I simply want to begin the next
chapter of my high school career, and am
content to follow wherever it may take
me.

IN THE PHOTO:
Current and former
Student Ambassadors
attended a performance
at the Kennedy Center
with Executive Director
Kenneth Ward
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Career Night

At Career Night, students were able to speak with professionals
from career fields they are interested in pursuing in the future.

CHRISTOPHER P.
- '26
What matters to you? Why?
Lots of things matter to people but for me the
things that matter to me are Skateboarding,
Cars, and Family. I feel skateboarding is what
shapes me, same for cars. These things matter
to me because they are my passion.
My passion matters to me because it's what I
feel is my purpose. I feel when I do stuff that
has to do with these things I feel I'm at home. I
also feel I love these things because of others
who love these things as well. When others love
these as much as I do, I feel I can connect with
them. For example, I've met a friend of 5 years
just because of our passion for cars.
The things I love may be found weird by some
but I love them and that's what matters.

REIS B. - '24
When you look back at this school
year with College Bound, what
memories stand out?
Some memories that stand out to me were first
getting my AWESOME mentor. I felt that my mentor
was really supportive and helpful with me. There
really was nothing he did not know how to help me
with, and he’s actually become my attorney (long
story). That was my top memory that will stick with
me forever.
Another memory that will stick is my becoming site
ambassador, this was an amazing opportunity for
me and I really appreciated the chance to be a
leader for my peers. Lastly my next memory will be
how helpful, and amazing my peers and site
leaders, as well as the college bound staff. Even if
this was my last time with College Bound (which
won't be, and won't be for a long time. You guys
won't get rid of me that easily) I would never forget
everything that has been done for me, and
everything that I experienced, pursued and learned.
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CHRISTINA
SIMONE C. '25
Do you perform better when
you are competing or when
you are collaborating?
Explain why!
I believe that I perform better when I
am competing because I have
something to look forward to/
something to try harder for. I’ve
always enjoyed working alone and I
don’t have the best experience with
working in groups. I like working with
people who I know will get the work
done. I always grew up competing,
whether it was school-wise or sportwise.

IN THE PHOTO:
Flyer for the College
Bound Town Hall on
fitness with speaker
Desmond Dunham

RENA E. - '26

What are your plans for summer?

CHRISTIAN D. '23

During the summer, I have a summer bridge
program that I have to complete for next school
year since I am a rising ninth grade student.

What matters to you and why?

I also have a summer camp I am going to with
my sister, Nina, and my cousin, Sheena. The
camp we are going to is a Christian camp that
is also a sports camp. I really enjoy this camp
because it is a week long sleep away camp in a
forest.

I think the main thing that matters to me is my
relationship with God and my religion. My
religion matters a lot to me because of the
amount of mercy and blessings that I’ve been
given. The person I can ask for anything is God
and I know he will give it to me when it’s in my
best interest. He also helps me act better by
listening to his rules and doing what his word
tells me to do. For example, in his words he
says faith without work is dead. I learned that I
must work for everything and what I’ve worked
for I’ve received great blessings.

Over the next few months, I want to get better
at studying and also completing my work ahead
of time. I also hope to resume learning a new
language like my new years resolution stated. I
will also be preparing to go to high school at
the Academy of Health Science at PGCC which
is my sister. In the next couple of months I
hope to earn money somehow and learn to
manage my money.
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THOMAS H. - '26
What are your plans for the summer? Do
you have any specific goals that you hope
to accomplish over the next few months?
My plans for the summer is to have fun and get ready
for high school because it's a big milestone in my life
and I have to be responsible for my decision. In the
next few months I hope to accomplish a lot of stuff
like prepare my life goals and be prepared for the
future.

NARDOS J. - '25

Do you perform better when you are
competing or when you are
collaborating? Explain why!

ABSIRA G. - '25
If you could pick any era in
which to be born, when would it
be? Would you rather be alive in
today’s time, or in an era past?
If I could choose an era to live in, I would
choose between the 90s or the current era. I
would want to be in the 90s because it
seemed like there were many fun things to do
and it wasn't as complicated as today.
Also the fashion and the culture of that time is
something I would want to experience... but
then again I would want to be in this era
because it is an advanced era and, from a
Justice perspective, there has been progress
from that time.

I work better when competing because I like to win and
I will try everything to do so. I also like to rely on myself
rather than relying on others when it comes to group
projects. When working alone, I can challenge myself
and work hard to win the competition.
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STUDENT
ATHLETE

CHANGAMIRE A. - '22
IN THE PHOTO:
Senior College Bound student
Changa in Azerbaijan, Baku in
November 2021. Changa was
given the opportunity to
represent the USA at the
2021 Trampoline & Tumbling
World Championships.

GREGORY C. - '22

My College Bound Experience

I was so excited to join College Bound when I
heard Mr. Ward speak to my middle school in
8th grade. I immediately ran up to him and told
him I wanted to join.
My freshman year in high school however, I
wasn’t as into coming to site each week as I
had been to join the program that 8th grade
year. My mentor Garrison, Mr. Ward, and my
mother all kept telling me I had so much
potential to do so well in life. It was late into my
freshman year that it finally sunk in and I
started to change when I came to site. I looked
forward to coming and I ended the year doing
really well in school.
Fast forward three years and I am getting
accepted into colleges left and right, having
done well in all types of honors and AP classes.
I am the perfect example of how transformative
this program can be for a student.

VALERIE P. - '22

My College Bound Experience

My College Bound experience has been
amazing!
While participating I was able to finalize my
major and settle on the best school
environment for me. I am interested in majoring
in biology and minoring in business
management. In the College Bound program, I
met doctors, surgeons, CEOs, and nurses,
having access to them to ask questions was so
helpful to me!
My junior year of high school I took College
Bound's SAT prep courses in person and
virtually. I have been on 10+ college tours both
in person and virtually. The tours were helpful
because I was able to determine what type of
college campus where I think I will be a great
fit. I ruled out so many that I thought, on paper,
were great.
College Bound has many events for its
students! I tried to attend them all. I learned
something that helped me in every event I
attended. I also got help with essay writing for
my applications and scholarships! I had access
to everything I needed to be successful in my
application process.
Overall, Collegebound taught me wonderful life
skills and helped me get into college. Thank you
College Bound!.
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IN THE PHOTO:
VMP students
attending Xavier
University pose in

KAELA B - '22

front of their school
seal

How have you changed from when
you were in elementary/middle
school? Why do you think you’ve
changed?
I’ve definitely become more immature since I’ve
gotten out of middle school. As well as creating
a better understanding of myself and how I
want to be in the future. And while it might not
seem like a highlight to become more
immature, when I was younger my tolerance for
situations was complemented with the phrase
“You’re so mature.” While it may have seemed
nice, it later turned out that I just never knew
what I wanted or knew how to express the
desire to do things. I think I changed in this way
because of good mentors in my life during my
7th and 8th grade years in middle school before
starting high school and the mentors as I’ve
gone through summer jobs.

KADI B. - '22
What was the highlight of your
summer? Please give context and
explain why it was so great!

The highlight of my summer was knowing that I
would be able to return to school in person.
This was great because we have been
quarantined for over a year now and I
personally missed human interactions and
seeing others. Knowing that being in the school
building came with a risk of COVID-19 being
able to spread easier since a lot of other
people, it was a risk I was willing to take in
order to have fun again. .

“ I think I changed in
this way because of
good mentors in my
life”
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MARCUS H. - '23

Who inspires you and why do they
inspire you?
My parents inspire me because both my mom
and dad didn't come from the richest homes
but they went to college and started to make
good money.
My mom came from a home of 9 and was the
youngest. She didn't have a lot growing up but
once in her senior year she applied for a bunch
of scholarships and she got into college
without paying for anything.
My dad did have to pay for college but he still
came out with very little debt and a good paying
job.
So in the future hopefully the same thing will
happen to me and that's why my parents are my
inspiration.

MEKHI F. - '22

Many times music can hold a special
place in our lives. Write about a song
or artist that holds special meaning to
you. What makes this song or artist
special?
I’d say that J Cole is the most meaningful
musician in my life. I’d say him because he was
really my introduction to all of music as a
whole, and the Hip-Hop genre. One of his songs
that was popular around 2015 drove me to start
listening to music on my own, and not just
listening to whatever was playing on the car
radio or what my parents were playing out loud.
His music led me to discovering my own
favorite music and what I liked to listen to when
I was on my own.
Music consumes most of my time/day at this
point in my life. Without that first experience
with a song, I probably wouldn’t have the same
love for music that I have now.

MELL M. - '25
Have you ever been on the receiving
end of a joke that went too far? How
did you feel? How did you respond or
how do you wish you had responded?
Do you think that there are lines that
comedians should not cross? Why or
why not?
I have and I felt really mad but I just removed
myself from the situation and let the person
know that I didn’t like what they said and we
talked it out. I think that no matter what the joke
is, no comedian or anyone at all should make a
joke out of someone’s disease or their
condition.
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NAOMI M. - '24
When you look back at this school
year with College Bound, what
memories stand out?
When I look back at this school year, I mostly
remember being shy when I first joined College
Bound - I didn't want to talk or speak.
I think overall College Bound has helped me
improve my writing for my English class and
makes me more willing to do research into the
colleges I want to attend.
My favorite memory honestly is being able to
work with my friend Madison and her mentor
Rachel for awhile, they helped me more
comfortable and get used to being with College
Bound. I can't wait to come back!

PARIS M. - '26
What are your plans for the summer?
Do you have any specific goals that
you hope to accomplish over the
next few months?
My plan for the summer is to make the most of
it because I’m actually going to be in school
this summer, so although I won't be doing a lot
of things I was planning on doing.
I'm going to look at some summer SAT courses
I can take in my free time. In the event I can’t do
that, then I’m going to spend time with my
family and catch up on the sleep I lost over the
school year.
I don't have any specific goals but to do my
best in the upcoming months.
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KICKING OFF THE YEAR

Family Day
Mentors, students and their families
gathered to meet each other, socialize,
and celebrate the start of the school
year. Alumni in attendance were able to
share their College Bound experiences.

NASSIR P. - '22

In what ways has College Bound
impacted your life?
College Bound has made me grow overall as a
person. Everyone in the program always give me
that extra push (but not shove) to try more. They
gave me a mentor who could relate to me
(because of the small age gap), but also one that
I could learn from because he has already had to
deal with high school and the college application
process. Moreover, he could learn from me
because of different racial backgrounds and
experiences. College Bound gave me a space
where I can lead a group of people, of all different
ages, who I didn’t even know before CB to help
me get more comfortable with public speaking.
College bound is one of those programs that feels
like they are helping you to be the greatest
version of yourself that you can be without being
overbearing or patronizing. Overall, College Bound
has not only made me a better student but given
me an organization of people I know I can lean
back on when I might be struggling in college next
year, or even now when stressing about all the
college applications.

ZAKHIYA G. - '22

My College Bound Experience

College bound is on of the best programs I
have ever been in. They give you a mentor
and you work with them throughout the
years. They are very helpful and will get you
through what you need to get through. .

LIZA G. - '24

What is the best piece of advice a
peer has given you?
When I got into an argument with a girl and
other girls jumped in the argument, one of the
best pieces of advice my friend Naimah gave
me was to ignore them and just stay away from
them, so there’s no confusion whatsoever. And
ever since the incident, I’ve kept my distance so
that there’s no confusion between us but also
for me to understand my wrongs in the situation
and to move forward.

KENNEDY C. - '25
What was the highlight of your
summer? Please give context and
explain why it was so great!

I had a great time at overnight camps and my
summer internships. It allowed me to get away
from home for a little while and enjoy the fresh
outdoors. My internships made me quite a bit of
money seeing as how I am not yet able to have
a job. It was just a really cool summer
transferring into high school.
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ANTOINETTE J. - '24

The Power of Black Women

We are powerful
whom may you ask? Black women
Yes, Black women.
Black women are powerful and strong
Courageous and brave even in the worlds wrongs.
They stand tall even when they may fall with a bullet pointed to their chest
by the people who are suppose to protect this country the best.
They fall and close their eyes and lay at rest.
While the children suffer not having a mother, because they took away their right to be blessed
We are powerful
No matter what is in front of us we continue to stand
This is our land, maybe built by a man
But as women we still stand
Black women can still try
Try to fix this system so our kids don't have to wonder why
Why didn't my mom come home?
Why didn't my mom come home?
That is what the motherless child said when he was in the dark and alone
Black women remain unknown
File is closed, no one knows, no legacy grows,
but buried 6 feet deep may we rest their soul.
As they stood there, innocent carrying the lives of gold, their hearts now cold
They are our shields, they are our protectors
They are like bees with nectar
Carrying and passing on their information to the next flower and the next
as they bloom with their lector
This world is suppose to protect our Black Queens
We gave life to our beautiful young queens and kings
But when Black Women walk outside it remains unseen
As we watch our blood and flesh fade away like a gloomy dream
Black women are powerful
We scream black lives matter
While having a bullet with our name on it - served to us on a silver platter
But we pray to not lose another life, we become our own pastor
As we watch this world shatter
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ANTOINETTE J. - '24

The Power of Black Women (continued)

No apology, nor arrest, not a knee to the ground as the mother is put to rest
The perpetrator is able to walk free
As he goes home to his family
But surprisingly still have this mentality that he is manly
What two manly men? Two men who shot Breonna Taylor,
Myles Cosgrove, and Jonathan Mattingly
Two manly men shot 32 rounds into Breonna Taylor
32 rounds
Imagine hearing those rounds
Her hitting the ground,
Begging and pleading to live, for her heart to beat another pound
Say her name
Say her name, Breonna Taylor
An innocent black women killed
No justice fulfilled
Just another body bag sealed
As we watch her family squeal
Say her name
India Kager, a 27 year old Navy Veteran
Lost her life just sitting outside of the 7 eleven
While her 4 month old son in the back seat watched his mom go to heaven
What is his expression?
What did she even do? is the second question
They don't care that the baby was in the back seat
Roman just watched his mom get shot in the passenger seat
Do they wonder how he is gonna eat?
When its winter time, will he have access to heat?
They don’t care they just cover it all up with a white sheet
Not knowing that his heart is now incomplete
And his mother, becomes the streets
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Everyone is so upbeat
and excited to
participate. It makes it a
very engaging site.
- Thejasa, College Bound
Mentor

The site is a balanced site
and creates a good
foundation for a mentor to
make an impact.
- Christopher, College Bound
Mentor

I've only been a mentor for 3-4
months, but I think the students,
other mentors and College Bound
team have done a great job of
making it work in a virtual
environment. Even though I've only
been involved a short time, site
feels like a supportive and engaged
community environment.
- Lauren, College Bound Mentor

Become a College
Bound mentor today!
collegebound.org

DONYE R. - '24

What social issues do you think
people will struggle with the
most in fifty years?
Social issues I think people will struggle
with most in fifty years is being able to
read the room and observe. People in fifty
years are going to struggle with this
because of the lack of personal skills and
empathy they don’t have for people. They
would have empathy for people if they
were able to put their shoes in other
people's situations.

AJAH F. - '25
When you look back at this
school year with College Bound,
what memories stand out?
The mental health Open Parachute days were
definitely memorable, some days I needed them
because I wasn't feeling the best. Another
memorable week was the spring college tours. I
was really tired but they were very helpful. Mr. Ward
also kept calling me out during almost the entire
thing.
I'd say my first year at college bound has definitely
been memorable for me. Can't wait to come back!

GIBREL C. - '22
When you look back at this school year
with College Bound, what memories
stand out?
Looking back on the year, the strenuous college
application process, the conversations with my
mentor, and the college coaches and Owen
constantly popping into my meetings are the
memories that stand out the most.
Applying to colleges, FAFSA, DC Tag, and a
surplus of scholarships felt like pouring a bowl
of cereal only to find out you have no milk;
stressful. But with Coach Minnie, Coach Chris,
and Owen guide my mentor and I through it put
my mind at ease. And the conversations I had
with my mentor about our week, trips, and
outings we planned kept were helpful as well..
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GABRIELLE S. '24
What are your plans for the
summer? Do you have any specific
goals that you hope to accomplish
over the next few months?
I don't have any academic goals besides
keeping my grades up. I guess but I do have a
mini art project I want to finish before summer.
During the summer I will be doing some camp
counselor work getting community service
hours, but that will only be for about a week.
Maybe I will spend another week in New Jersey
with my nephew and his sisters but besides
that, I'm not sure. I might look for a job, though
I'm still 15 so I don't know if many people will
want to hire me.

JAYDA D. - '25

What is the best piece of advice you've
been given?
The best piece of wisdom someone gave to me
was actually something my teacher told me.
“Making a mistake or failing something, isn’t
really failing something. It’s learning to grow,
and help you pick the right choices.” She told
our class this when I was in 5-6th grade.
It’s always stuck with me because of how true it
is. It reminds me of how I learned to keep on
improving my art style on my social media a
few months back. People kept telling me that
my character's faces looked like they were from
My Little Pony. Something in my head clicked
and I realized that it actually REALLY did look
like my little pony. I started changing it up and
testing new strategies out which helped me be
able to draw the way I do now, and I am really
proud of myself.
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Crochet
Cow

Crochet
Jellyfish

STUDENT
CRAFTER
Crochet Dino

SHEENA N.- '24

Crochet
Frog Hat

SEGEN M. - '22

What are your plans for the
summer?
This summer I plan to really live in the
moment and make memories. I plan to
hang out with friends most of the
summer whether it's going to the pool,
picnics, movies, getting ice cream, or
experiencing any fun activities.

This is very important to me because we
are all going off to college and won’t be
seeing each other as frequently as we do
now. College is a great place to be and a
life changing experience but the process

of saying goodbye to your friends
and family is often emotional.
I also am having a graduation
party this summer with friends
and family which is very exciting.
My goal for this upcoming month
is to avoid procrastination as
much as possible and finish my
senior year off strong because it
is often easy to start to
procrastinate when you are close
to graduating.

“College is a great
place to be and a
life changing
experience but the
process of saying
goodbye to your
friends and family
is often
emotional.”
IN THE PHOTO:
Students in the class of
2021 celebrated
graduation and their
upcoming departure at
the Senior Send-Off in
July.
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

collegebound.org

